
MEMORANDUM 

To: Priests and Deacons of the Diocese of Cheyenne 

From: Donna M. Adler  

Re: Legislative Session 

Date: March 12, 2015 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Synopsis of Legislative Session 

Donna M. Adler, Legislative Liaison and Communication Director 

The Office of the Legislative Liaison, as you know, tracked a large number of bills during the 2015 

General Session of the Wyoming Legislature.  There is no doubt that we established a powerful 

professional presence for the Diocese at the legislature. Many people, including numerous legislators, 

expressed their appreciation for our presence and input.  Now, in the interim, we need to step back and 

work on forging lasting bonds and relationships, particularly since one of the bills concerning which we 

had to take a stand was a divisive one for the community.  I will be developing that program of 

continued relationship building prior to the first interim committee meetings in April and steadily 

executing it between now and the beginning of the Budget Session.  I am confident that, before we 

know it, almost everyone will be comfortable.  

As I have explained, the Church followed specific pieces of legislation for various purposes and with 

greater or lesser interest. Sometimes the Church was simply keeping track of developments in subject 

matter areas about which it has a broad general concern. Sometimes it was interested in specific 

content without determining that there was any need to speak up. At other times, the Church had a 

substantive contribution to make to discussion and sought to provide some input to legislators. 

This report summarizes our diocesan efforts, including tracking efforts alone (in rare instances) only on 

the most important bills for the Church, in the General Session,  or on bills that we found particularly 

interesting.  I have divided the report into different subject matter areas for your convenience in 

following it. I have previously forwarded to you a comprehensive summary of our presence in the 

legislative session in our daily Legislative Activity Report during the session. 

I. Bills 

A. Bills Affecting Religious Liberty 

We had a strong religious liberties presence in the General Session, providing valuable input on the five 

bills that had a direct or indirect bearing on religious liberty. None of them survived to become law.  
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1.HB0026 Solemnization of Marriage 

This bill, sponsored by Representatives Barlow and Baker and Senator Dockstader, exempted religious 

officials from any requirement to perform a marriage ceremony. It was designed to avoid the kind of 

situation that recently emerged in Idaho, in which a same-sex couple filed a lawsuit against a minister 

and his wife for refusing to marry a same-sex couple in their for-profit wedding chapel. The situation 

poses the specter of a number of other scenarios that people of faith have an interest in avoiding. We 

testified in favor of the bill. It was voted down in House Judiciary Committee, the standing committee, 

5/4; so it never got to the House floor. Representative Winters was the determinative vote against the 

bill, as he believed that a bill he was sponsoring HB0083 would cover the marriage situation, as well as 

others.  He believed the bill was unnecessary.  

2. HB0083 Religious Freedom Restoration Act 

We had good will toward this bill, sponsored by Representatives Winters and Steinmetz and Senator 

Dockstader, but also entertained some reservations; and we testified concerning both. We were 

concerned that the draft legislation might actually operate to curtail guarantees of religious liberty in 

the Wyoming Constitution, contrary to the intent of the sponsors, as it was less broadly protective than 

the Wyoming Constitution and it was likely that the statute would become an interpretative device for 

the actual constitutional guarantee. The bill was voted out of its standing committee, the House 

Judiciary, by a 5/4 vote and, then, out of the House. The Senate received it for introduction but failed to 

consider it for introduction or assign it to committee. That body took the same approach with the other 

religious liberties bill passed by the House, HB0090 Student Religious Liberties; and HB0094 Restoring 

Parental Rights. We found the pattern of behavior troubling, particularly since the Senate passed on 

SF0115, a religious liberties nightmare, to the House;  but it was out of our hands.  

3. HB0090 Student Religious Liberties 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Senator Dockstader and  Representatives Kroeker, Baker, 

Edmunds, Gay, Halverson, Jaggi, Jennings, Loucks, McKim, Miller, Piiparinen, Reeder, Steinmetz and 

Winters, without reservation, in view of reports around the country, evidencing discrimination against 

students in various school settings for expressing religious views. The standing committee, the House 

Judiciary, voted it out of committee unanimously to the House floor. The House passed the bill, but the 

Senate, after receiving it for introduction, failed to consider it for introduction or assign it to committee.  

4. HB0094 Restoring Parental Rights 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Senators Christensen, Dockstader, and Meier and Representatives 

Jennings, Allen, Berger, Blackburn, Clem, Edmonds, Edwards, Gay, Halverson, Jaggi, Kroeker, Lindhom, 

Miller, Piiparinen, Steinmetz, and Winters,  recognizing and strengthening parents’ rights  to direct the 

upbringing, education and care of their children against government interference. The bill passed 
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standing committee, the House Judiciary, as well as the House; but the Senate, after receiving it for 

introduction, failed to consider it for introduction or assign it to committee.  

5. SF0115 Discrimination 

We opposed this bill, sponsored by Senators Rothfuss, Burns, Christiansen, Coe, Nicholas, Pappas, Von 

Flatern, and Wasserburger and Representatives Brown, Connolly, Lockhart, Mdden, Paxton, Petroff, and 

Dan Zwonitzer,  during the course of its movement through the legislature, largely because of the 

constitutional deficiencies in it pertaining to religious liberties but, also, because those supporting the 

bill never articulated a principled basis for protected class status; they employed, rather, only bullying 

tactics to achieve the end of protected class recognition.  The bill significantly transgressed any 

acceptable boundary between Church and State. The Senate Judiciary Committee voted the bill out to 

the floor 4 to 1, knowing that the bill had issues; and the Senate voted it out of the Senate, 24/6,  

likewise knowing that it still presented serious issues.   

Both the original bill and the bill as it passed out of the Senate would have left Catholic organizations 

and associations vulnerable to harassment suits by the powerful LGBT organization that has newly 

established a headquarters in Cheyenne.  For example, neither bill would have protected the Knights of 

Columbus from a harassment suit for refusing to rent the Knights of Columbus hall to a same-sex couple 

for a same-sex wedding reception.  Our discussions with State Catholic Conference Directors across the 

country, as well as our independent research, revealed that the passage of similar laws elsewhere has 

resulted in problematic harassment suits.  

We educated the House standing committee and the House to the best of our ability concerning the 

problems in the bill and also offered a possible solution; a significant number of other people and 

organizations also independently expressed  their concern. The House Committee of the Whole voted 

the bill down, even after voting for a brilliant amendment to the bill by Representative Madden, that, 

had it been advanced earlier, might have served as the starting point for some respectable compromise. 

The bill, sadly, was divisive in the community; and we may, sadly, see a day when there are not votes 

enough to beat a bill with the same problematic form as SF0115. We are reaching out to others to 

explore the possibilities for circumventing such a scenario through negotiation.  

B. Other Religion Bills 

HB0062 Property Tax Exemption for Faith-Based Camps 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Senator Anderson (J.D. [S.D.02]) and Representatives Kirkbride and 

Stubson, throughout its movement in the legislature and aided Senator Anderson, at his request, with 

an amendment that made its coverage broader. The bill has passed into law.  
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C. Health Care Related Bills  

1. HB 0119 Death with Dignity 

We defeated this bill, sponsored by Representatives Daniel Zwonitzer and Cathy Connolly in the House 

standing committee. We testified, at length, against the bill, after the sponsors, the organization 

represented by Compassionate Choices, formerly known as the Hemlock Society, the ACLU, and two 

individuals had testified copiously in favor of it. The bill did not even go to a vote in committee. The 

committee laid back the bill, after we suggested that they make it the subject of an interim study. It did 

not progress farther in the General Session.  

2. HB0156 Abortion-Ultrasound Information 

We testified in favor of this bill, sponsored by Representatives Reeder, Gay, Halverson, Jaggi, Jennings, 

Kroeker, Loucks, and Steinmetz and Senators Dockstader, Meier, Peterson, and Ross, along with a 

significant number of other persons. The House standing committee failed to pass the bill, in spite of 

some very weak arguments on the other side. At least two of those weak points could have been 

completely demolished, had there been an opportunity for rebuttal. We have some ideas for a better 

reception of a future version of the bill and will explore possibilities going forward.  

3. HB0162 Providers’ Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment (POLST)  

We opposed this bill, sponsored by Representatives Wilson, Brown, Ken Esquibel, Harvey, Kasperik, and 

Winters and Senators Craft and Ross because of its deficiencies in relation to patient protections. The 

bill allows the execution of a standing medical order, potentially years in advance of an end-of-life 

situation, by patient and particular medical “providers”, not necessarily physicians, supposedly to be 

used only in an end-of-life situation. The medical provider is mandated by law to execute the order, 

regardless of the actual situation on the ground at end of life, if the patient or, in some situations, his 

agent, has not withdrawn it.  

The bill removes the decision making discretion of the provider,  creating ethical problems, and opens 

the doors to scenarios in which a patient who might have made a revocation and cannot because of his 

condition, would be denied life-sustaining treatment. The bill also left a number of other important 

issues unresolved.  

We testified against the bill in the House standing committee (Appropriations), indicating all of the 

problematic aspects of the bill and suggesting that this end-of-life issue be made the subject of an 

interim study. We also suggested that the bill needed too much work and raised too many issues to be 

rushed through the legislature as an individual bill.  

The committee laid back the bill and reconsidered it right before the Committee of the Whole deadline. 

They made amendments to address one or two of our points and passed the bill onto the floor. It got to 

the Senate standing committee with many of the same issues; and we raised the same problems. The 

Senate standing committee passed it through to the floor. The bill passed with into law with many of the 

same problems.  
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The new law is problematic and will create scenarios that will come back to haunt the sponsors and 

everyone else. We had been discussing the issues with Representative Wilson since midsummer and she 

had promised to sponsor legislation that addressed those issues. She did not do so.  We can take 

comfort in the few changes that committees did make at our suggestion. It was clear that a major 

priority for some of the bill sponsors was the protection of physicians against liability in end-of-life 

situations. Patient protections were not the point; so arguments concerning patient protections fell on 

deaf ears.  

4. SF0003 Right to Try 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Senators Burns and Representatives Berger and Miller, as a 

basically pro-life bill, suggesting just certain changes to strengthen patient protections. The bill allows a 

narrow class of persons, defined as “terminally ill” to attempt cures with still investigational drugs,  

biological products and devices. The bill, as it passed into law, could be stronger in setting standards for 

informed consent and outlining standards for recommendations.  

5. SF0066 Medicaid Expansion Alternative  

We worked with a coalition of groups to push the SHARE plan, instead of this bill, sponsored by the Joint 

Labor, Health, & Social Services Interim Committee in deference to Senator Scott, as the best one 

currently on the table to address the problem of health care for the uninsured.  We testified before the 

Senate standing committee, that without commenting upon specific benefits considered “basic” under 

Medicaid (noting that the Roman Catholic Church cannot endorse particular types of family planning, 

the Diocese supported, in principle, the extension of basic health care coverage to 17,600 people living 

in Wyoming. We testified that the SHARE plan appeared to encompass the better approach, since the 

Indiana plan, upon which the alternative was based, had been tied up for so long with federal 

authorities, so that passage of the alternative would be the passage of a paper tiger. In the end neither 

SF0066 or any other alternative bill, e.g., SF0129, Medicaid SHARE Plan, relating to Medicaid expansion 

made it into law. Senator Scott proposed another bill SF0145 Hospital Uncompensated Care that did 

become law, which at least, helped hospitals with the cost of services provided to persons unable to pay 

for medical services.  

6. HB 0045 Health Care Sharing Ministry 

We followed this interesting bill, sponsored by Representatives Barlow, Eklund and Wilson and Senator 

Peterson, exempting health care sharing ministries from the definition of insurance and from the 

provisions of the insurance code. We were unable to testify on the bill due to conflicts with other bills. 

The bill is a very positive one, in its potential to help religious organizations avoid problems such as the 

HHS mandate problem. The bill made it through both chambers and became law.  

7. Medicaid Waiver for the Tribes at Wind River 

On January 13, 2014 at around 4:00 p.m. the LL attended the Tribal Relations Committee Meeting in Rm. 

302 of the Capitol Building. The Committee discussed their keen interest in making a Medicaid waiver 
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available to tribes on the Wind River Indian Reservation for prevention and intervention services that 

would reduce infant mortality, decrease alcoholism, reduce the severity of chronic diseases, provide 

more access to health care, and increase the average life span of Native Americans. The waiver has to be 

authorized by the State before it can be federally funded. It allows Medicaid to be used for services for 

which it would not be otherwise available and/or for persons to whom it would not otherwise be 

available.   

There are three ways to ensure that assistance is provided in the current General Session. The Governor 

can write a letter to the legislature requesting a budget supplement; the Committee can seek an 

amendment to the budget; or the Committee can introduce legislation. The Committee believed that 

the most efficient way to conduct business was to ask the Governor for a letter. They sought the support 

of those in the room. The Diocese testified very briefly that it supported the provision of additional 

prevention and intervention services to the Native Americans on the Wind River Reservation. It will do 

what it can to assist.  

On January 15, 2015, the LL finalized and delivered a letter to Governor Mead, requesting that he write 

a letter to the legislature requesting a budget supplement for the Medicaid waiver that would assist the 

tribes on the Wind River Reservation in procuring much needed health care services for the indigent.  

On January 19, 2015, Governor Mead signed a letter directed to the Legislature, requesting the budget 

supplement indicated above. The Legislature did include the item in the budget supplement in the end.  

D. Education Bills 

HB0159 Education Writing Assignment 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Representatives Throne, Freeman, Harshman, Madden, and 

Sommers and Senators Anderson, J.D. (SD02), Coe, Landen, Pappas, and Rothfuss, as it made sense in 

terms of enhancing student competencies in relation to a major issue in education and so served the 

common good. The bill passed both the House and Senate and has been signed by the Governor.  

E. Guns 

HB0114 Wyoming Repeal Gun Free Zone Act 

We followed this bill, sponsored by Representatives Jaggi, Baker, Jennings, Kroeker, Lindholm, Loucks, 

Miller, Piiparinen, and Reeder with concern but did not testify concerning it, as there were plenty of 

other people on both sides testifying about it. The bill passed the House Judiciary, its standing 

committee, unanimously; and it also passed the House.  It made it to the Senate floor, where it was very 

heavily amended and finally defeated. I imagine that some legislators had second thoughts about, 

among other things, the wisdom of allowing armed persons to sit in the galleries overlooking the 

legislative sessions or to sit in committee rooms during hearings. I know that the prospect made me 

uneasy.  
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F. Labor bills 

1. HB 0024 Minimum Wage 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Representatives Byrd, Connolly, and Throne and Senator Esquibel, 

along with others, testifying that minimum wage is not a living wage. The bill died in committee but it 

will, undoubtedly, be back. 

2. SF0131 Minimum Wage Stage Increase 

We attended the standing committee hearing on this bill, sponsored by Senators Hastert, Craft, and 

Rothfuss and Representatives Byrd, Dayton, and Throne, with the intention of testifying in support. Our 

testimony was not needed, as it would have been duplicative of testimony that had already been given. 

The bill failed in committee.  

G. Family Law Bills 

HB 0137 Child Custody 

We testified against this bill, sponsored by  Representatives Northrup, Greear, and Krone and Senator 

Driskoll, because it made a major change in the child custody laws with questionable effects on the best 

interests of children. We testified before the House standing committee, in agreement with several 

other persons present, that an interim study was warranted in face of a major change in custody law 

and, further, the best interests of the child should be the sole important factor in custody 

determinations. The bill got past the standing committee and through the House; but it died in the 

Senate standing committee to our relief.  

H. Housing Bills 

SF0132 Wyoming Fair Housing Act 

We monitored this bill to ensure that it did not do anything unexpected with protected classes and to 

ensure that religious organizations were protected against any problematic features of the bill. We 

asked some questions in the House standing committee hearing about the provision of the bill directed 

to protecting religious organizations to satisfy ourselves on this point. It appeared to contain nothing 

that would compromise Wyoming Catholic College or other Catholic institutions. The committee passed 

the bill. On the House floor, Representative Petroff tried to amend the bill to include gender identity and 

sexual orientation as protected categories, but the amendment failed. The bill passed the House without 

the amendment and has been signed into law.  

I. Crime bills 

1. HB0017 Sexual Assault Protection Orders 

We saw the need for this bill, sponsored by the Joint Interim Judiciary Committee, and were interested 

in seeing a workable version pass into law. We were concerned  about (a) the potential for abuse of this 
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well-intended bill from the standpoint of possible false accusations; (b)  the seemingly low standard of 

evidence pertinent to the contemplated order of protection; and ( c) the inconsistency both of the bill 

and the underlying law that it amended in its manner of reference to petitioners and respondents. The 

wording of the bill and the underlying law it amended often referred to the petitioner as “victim” and 

the accused as “perpetrator”; such terminology is problematic from the vantage point of a system that 

requires proof of guilt and not its assumption. We pointed out, in our testimony, after stating our 

general support for the bill that, given the low standard of evidence required for the contemplated 

order of protection, there was an appreciable potential that a person’s reputation could be ruined 

without cause by someone with a motive for filing a false petition.  We also pointed out the need to 

refer to the petitioner and respondent at least as the” alleged” victim and “alleged” perpetrator, if not 

to petitioner and respondent. Amendments to the bill that provided confidentiality for accused persons 

helped to assuage the concern about ruined reputations due to false accusations; and the final bill did 

insert at least several references to “alleged victim” and “alleged perpetrators,” although it did so 

inconsistently.  Our testimony had some positive impact for improving the form of the bill, although it 

could still benefit from some tweaking. The bill does meet a real need; so we were happy to give it our 

general support.  

2. HB0049 Confidentiality for Persons or Entities Involved in Administering an Execution 

We testified against this bill, sponsored by Representative Walters and Senator Burns on the ground 

that any hiddenness or failure of transparency surrounding a state killing set a very dangerous 

precedent in a free and open society and, furthermore, inhibited the public dialogue about the death 

penalty. The House Judiciary Committee voted it out to the House Floor, and the House also passed it. 

We testified against the bill, again, in the Senate Judiciary, but that committee, likewise, voted the bill 

out of committee. It further passed the Senate and made it into law. It is unfortunate that this law is 

now on the books. While some protections may be justified for persons participating, there is little if any 

reason to protect the persons, including companies, who manufacture and supply the equipment or 

substances.  

3. HB0097 Death Penalty Repeal 

We worked hard to provide the research and substantive content for a position in support of this bill, 

sponsored by Representatives Connolly, Baker, Halverson, Miller, Pelkey, and Craft, as well as to help 

sponsor an educational panel about the issue prior to the General Session.  We worked in collaborations 

with the Wyoming Association of Churches on the educational panel. We will not be working with WAC 

again because of the unethical tactics that that organization used against us in connection with our 

position on another bill. WAC has destroyed the benefit of the doubt that we were willing to give them 

as we launched this office. The House standing committee (House Judiciary) was receptive to our 

testimony, but failed on a 5/4 vote with Representative Miller’s withdrawal of support in a surprise 

move. When asked about the reason for the change, Representative Miller stated that he had taken 

issue with a statement made by one of Chesie Lee’s witnesses. He said that he would have voted the bill 

out of committee but for that statement.  
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4. HB 0123 Juvenile Records Expungement 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Representatives Throne, Ken Esquibel, and Halverson and Senators 

Burns and Craft, along with many other persons, as it achieved the merciful end of helping persons who 

have made mistakes in youth to get out from under the significant burden that such incidents can pose 

to a person’s pursuing a productive future.  The bill passed out of the House but was blocked by the 

Senate Judiciary committee in the process through the other chamber.  

5. HB 0132 Juvenile Confidentiality in Court Proceedings 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Representatives Throne and Halverson and Senators Burns and 

Craft, along with many other persons, in the interests of merciful treatment of youthful offenders with 

long futures that they do not fully appreciate stretching out before them. The bill made it through the 

House; but it died because the Senate did not consider it in the Committee of the Whole.   

6. HB 0167 Material Support to Designated Entities 

We testified against this bill, sponsored by Representatives Gay and Baker and Senator Meier because of 

the vagueness of the definition of material support in the bill. The House standing committee didn’t like 

the bill either. It failed in committee.  

7. SF0013 Method of Execution 

We testified against this bill, the firing squad bill, sponsored by the Joint Interim Judiciary Committee. It 

got through the House but became tangled up in disagreements between the House and the Senate. 

The bill died because those disagreements were not resolved.  

8. SF0018 Expungement of Misdemeanors  

We attended part of the standing committee meeting in the Senate, at which the bill was considered, 

with the intent of testifying in support of a merciful means to help people who have erred move on with 

their lives. That testimony was not necessary, as the committee amended the bill to make it even more 

generous. It passed through both chambers to become law.  

J. Agriculture Bills 

1. HB 0056 Wyoming Food Freedom Act 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Representatives Lindholm, Blake, and Hunt and Senator Driskoll, 

throughout its movement in the legislature as a basically good bill in its potential to promote rural 

agriculture and the local economy. We did indicate that we could not give it unqualified support 

because of the food safety issues the bill raised in the almost absolute immunity from liability that the 

original form of the bill granted to small producers. This same concern was voiced by others, including 

legislators on the House and Senate floors as the bill advanced. The immunity provisions did not survive 

in the final version of the bill that passed into law.  
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2. HJ0006, Wyoming Local Food Production 

We supported this bill, sponsored by Representatives Berger, Blake, Harvey, Hunt, Jennings, Laursen, 

Lindholm, McKim, Northrup, Petroff, Sommers, and Winters and Senators Cooper, Driskill, and Kinskey, 

because of its potential to stimulate local agricultural initiatives and the local economy. It made it 

through both chambers and passed into law.  

3. SF 0009, Right to Farm 

We supported this bill, sponsored by as it worked its way through the legislature, after insuring that it 

did not pit big agriculture against small farmers. Support was consistent with the general philosophy of 

the Church to support rural life initiatives. The bill made it through both chambers and passed into law.  

II. Interim Committee Topics 

In addition to synopsizing past action, we must look to the future. To that end, we have consulted the 

interim committee study list recently posted by the Legislative Service Office on the Wyoming State 

Legislature website. The list of interim topics is attached separately to the e-mail message transmitting 

this report.   

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions concerning this synopsis.  

Very truly yours,  

Donna M. Adler 


